Mental Health Services for Adults, Elderly and their Families

Psychiatric Services

Jewish General Hospital: 514-340-8222

Psychosocial and Medical Services

Info-Sante: Social Work 514-398-8500
Montreal Information and Referral Center: 514-527-1375 CSSS de la Montagne: 514-731-1386 Access to MH services 2281
CSSS Cavendish: 514-484-7878 CLSC Centre-Mont-Royal Access to MH services 3310 CLSC Rene-Cass: Access to MH services 1429
West Island Regional Centre: Centre IRIS 514-388-8988

Shelters for Men


Welcome Hall Mission: 514-572-2381

Shelters for Women


Abri de l’espoir: 514-934-5615

Long Term Group Homes


Supervised Appartments


CSSS De Verdun: 514-484-7878

CSSS Jeanne-Marie: 514-527-4292 or 514-527-2361 #3440

CSSS Lucille-Teadsdale: 514-253-9777 #5532 or #5549

CSSS De la Pointe-de-Cile: 514-353-1441 #1260


 Lodging


Short Term

Crisis Centers


LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP


INTEGRATIVE FOLLOW-UP

Forward House-Intensive Eli: 514-849-7827

VIOLENCE / SEXUAL ASSAULT


Support/Information for Families

AMF-Quebec: 514-486-1448 Friends for Mental Health-West Island: 514-636-6885

Civil Rights


Mi Women’s Center: 514-842-4780 Régie du logement: 514-873-3562 Cox-Good Housing: 514-964-5388

McGill Legal Aid Clinic: 514-398-7692

Multietnic / Immigrants

L’indépendante: 514-381-2649 PRADA (SARIM CLSC): 514-731-8531 #4008 OMETZ (Jewish Immigrant Services): 514-342-0000

VARIOUS SPECIALIZED SERVICES


For client groups and for family members: contact: access@wco/cp@jgh.mcgill.ca
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